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While the Makeup Museum was founded in 2008, it was  

established as an official nonprofit organization on July 15, 2021.  

Highlights from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022 include:

→ The virtual exhibition A Splash of Color: 

Makeup for Merfolk opened on August 17, 2021 at 

the Museum’s dedicated exhibition website, 

exhibitions-makeupmuseum.org. Over 40 

objects and styles were displayed, as well as 

essays on merfolk history and the mermaid 

makeup trend of 2016-2017. On March 29, 2022 

a capsule exhibition was launched to mark 

International Mermaid Day.

→ A virtual presentation on Jewish women 

beauty pioneers was delivered on January 31, 

2022 for the National Council of Jewish  

Women, Bergen County Chapter.

→ Museum Founder and Curator Hillary Belzer 

was interviewed for an online article in SSense 

magazine on notable makeup packaging  

and design for their February 2022 issue.

The exhibit poster for A Splash of Color: Makeup for Merfolk at the Makeup Museum.

https://www.exhibitions-makeupmuseum.org/merfolk
https://www.ncjwbcs.org/events-page.html
https://www.ssense.com/en-us/editorial/culture/made-in-vain-a-taxonomy-of-eye-opening-beauty-design
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→ Hillary was elected Secretary of the British 

Compact Collectors’ Society committee  

in March of 2022. She also contributed an  

article to the Society’s Face Facts fall 2021  

newsletter on 1940s teen guru Betty Betz’s 

designs for Elgin American compacts.

→ Together with historian Lucy Jane Santos, 

Hillary co-founded the Cosmetic History and 

Makeup Studies Network in the summer of 

2021. Intended as an international hub  

for those researching cosmetics history and 

current makeup topics, the network grew  

to nearly 20 members in its first year.

→ The Makeup Museum was honored to loan 

three Overton’s face powder boxes to the 

Made in Chicago Museum for an exhibition  

of their permanent collection. The exhibition 

will continue through 2023.

left: The identity for the Cosmetic History and  

Makeup Studies Network, co-founded by Hillary Belzer 

of the Makeup Museum and Lucy Jane Santos.

right: Overton’s face powders from the Makeup 

Museum on display at the Made in Chicago Museum.

http://www.compactcollectors.co.uk/index.html
http://cosmetichistorynetwork.org/
https://www.madeinchicagomuseum.com/exhibit/


By the Numbers
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545 acquisitions
222 contemporary 
323 vintage

35
inquiries

39
artifact  
donations

119/32
119 Instagram 
posts and  
32 blog posts

5,000
Average  
number of 
monthly  
website visits



Diversity and  
Social Justice Report
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The Makeup Museum continues carrying out its commitment to 

diversity as outlined in a blog post from January 2021. In FY 2022, 

34% of blog posts and 26% of Instagram posts centered BIPOC artists, 

brands and history, falling short of the 40% goal. However, content 

focusing specifically on Black artists, brands and history exceeded 

the goal of 15% of total content for both the blog and Instagram,  

and content centering LGBTQ+ artists, brands and history surpassed 

the goal of 7%. Additionally, in FY 2022 the Museum acquired more 

objects from BIPOC or LGBTQ+ brands and artist collaborations than 

in FY 2021 (35 vs. 24).

Makeup Museum content featuring 
BIPOC-owned or founded  
brands/artists/history/models

Goal is equivalent to the BIPOC percentage of the  

total U.S. population based on 2020 census data.

  FY 2021 

  FY 2022 

  GOal

Blog Posts Instagram Posts

40% 40%34% 26%25% 25%
40%40%

30%30%

20%20%

10%10%



9%

6%

3%
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Diversity and  
Social Justice Report

Progress is being made towards other DEI and social justice  

initiatives, including outreach to BIPOC and LGBTQ+ writers and 

historians for potential guest blog posts and exhibition curation, 

and background research for a blog post on how the Makeup Museum 

can be an agent for social change. The Museum’s founder and  

curator also attended “Curating as Praxis: Shattering the Myth of 

Neutrality” hosted by La Tanya S. Autry on May 4, 2022.

Goal is equivalent to the percentage of those identifying as 

lGBTQ+ in a 2021 Gallup survey of 12,000 U.S. adults.

Goal aligns with the Fifteen Percent Pledge,  

which requests that businesses devote 15% of their  

shelf space to Black-owned brands.

  FY 2021 

  FY 2022 

  GOal

  FY 2021 

  FY 2022 

  GOal

Makeup Museum content featuring 
LGBTQ+ owned or founded  
brands/artists/history/models

Makeup Museum content featuring 
Black-owned or founded  
brands/artists/history/models

Blog PostsBlog Posts Instagram PostsInstagram Posts

15%7% 15%7% 16%9% 16%9% 16%6% 10%8%
16%9% 16%

12%12%

8%

6%

8%

4%
3%

4%



In Their Words
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“ The Makeup Museum 
is one of my  
favorite things!”

Museum supporters provide glowing feedback on  
Instagram, Twitter and at makeupmuseum.org.

“ The research and 
work that goes into 
the exhibits  
is unsurpassed.”

“ Your site and project  
are terrific… 
I commend you on all 
your hard work.”

“ Thank you for sharing and  
putting together this exhibition, 
I am always so interested in 
learning on beauty culture  
and of course vintage cosmetics! 
Please keep sharing your  
passion and knowledge,  
looking forward to reading  
your upcoming articles!”

“ I admire your extreme work 
ethic. I can’t even imagine  
how much work and research 
goes into your posts and blog,  
it truly is inspiring.”

“ I’m such a big fan of 
the Makeup Museum!”

https://www.makeupmuseum.org


What’s Ahead
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Possible exhibition topics for FY 
2023-2024 include Egyptomania 
in makeup, a history of the color 
blue in cosmetics, and a  
revisiting of the Museum’s 2013 
Sweet Tooth exhibition, among 
others. The Museum is also in 
conversations with local galleries 
and museums to organize  
temporary exhibitions.

The Makeup Museum has begun 
planning activities and  
publications in honor of its 15th 
anniversary in August 2023.

Collection digitization and a 
redesign of the Museum’s  
website are anticipated for the 
first half of 2023. A collections 
management system and  
professional photographer have 
been selected, and proposals 
from several web design firms 
are being evaluated.



makeupmuseum.org
@makeup_museum
@MakeupMuseum
@makeupmuseum
@therealmakeupmuseum

https://www.makeupmuseum.org
https://www.instagram.com/makeup_museum/
https://twitter.com/makeupmuseum
https://www.tiktok.com/@makeupmuseum/
https://www.facebook.com/therealmakeupmuseum/



